Geography

Locational knowledge—identify
the towns and cities that were
important during the industrial
revolution.

Look at key topographical features that meant these places
were important (hills, fast
flowing rivers etc)

Land use patterns (rural living
to city living)

Physical geography-the water
cycle (how did industry exploit
water as a resource
Design technology

Design and
make a labour
saving device

Create a simple
machine that
can be powered
by water using
a waterwheel

PSHE

Children's
rights How did
the rights of
children move
forward during the ind. Rev.
(moving towards universal education
and away from
child labour)

Debating children will look
at the factory
act 1833. They
will debate the
pros and cons
of each side of
the argument
for and against
the act.

Maths
Decimals—adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, estimating, word problems
Time—seconds, 24hr clock
RE
Whole numbers—rounding, estimating, multiplying and dividing by 100 and 1000, ordering of
operations
Fractions—comparing, multiplying and dividing,
mixed number, word problems

History

The Industrial revolution children will look
at the changes that happened in Oldham and the
surrounding area during
the industrial revolution

We will look at some of
the inventions that happened during the period
and look at their lasting
legacy today.

We will learn about the
laws that came into
force during the period
and discuss how they affected the people of
18th and 19th century
Lancashire.






Islam
the 7 pillars of Islam
Festivals
Christmas
harvest festival
diwali

Grammar

Fronted adverbials

relative clauses

Subordinate clauses

Industrial
Industrial
Revolution
revolution

Art and design

Children will study art inspired by the industrial
revolution and will create
their own pieces


Children will create sculptural pieces in clay inspired
by the machinery of the industrial revolution



Children will experiment using different techniques to
make prints

Music

Exploring history through music

Looking at community and the changes communities go through.

Looking at music from the time of the Ind Rev

Creating appropriate lyrics to accompany music

Performance

Reading

Children will read an accompanying text (tbc), looking at the authors
use of language, characters within the book and the treatment of children.

The will also use their reading skills to perform research tasks
throughout the topic

Writing

Diary - Diary of a mill worker child.
Using primary and secondary sources
to build up a picture of what life was
like. Also using modern dramatisations such as books and tv series

Biography—Biography of a famous figure during the industrial revolution.
Children will use research skills to
find out as much information as possible

Persuasive writing—create an advert
for a new invention from the ind rev

Science
Properties of materials— Conductivity (electrical, thermal)
hardness, magnetism. Use of materials in the wider world
(links to materials used in machines during ind rev), reversible
and irreversible changes

Spelling

Words with silent letters

Homophones

Using a thesaurus

Prefixes and suffixes

French
Parts of the body
Furniture
Objects
Stationery
Days , months etc

